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Abstract 
The work of Dimitrie Cantemir (1673-1723), though of an exceptional amplitude, is (still!) almost unknown today. Unknown to 
the European culture, unknown even to the Romanian culture in which he originates, at least as a pattern. A prince and a 
musicologist, an encyclopaedist and a historian, a composer and musicologist and a linguist as well, an ethnographer and 
philosopher at the same time, Cantemir is one of the most significant intellectual figures of late 17th-early 18th century Europe.  
The present study aims to reveal a part of his philosophical thinking, which places him, on the one hand, in the thick of 
humanism, and, on the other, in early Enlightenment. Cantemir's philosophical thinking is a unique form of combining oriental 
and western thinking, logico-rational thinking and the esoteric one, it is, in fact, one of the first ways of manifestation of what we 
would later call: universal spirit.   
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1. On the destiny of Cantemir’s writings 
Frequent attempts have been made to place D. Cantemir’s thinking if not in full esotericism, at least next to those 
thinkers influenced by initiatic societies. It is one of the possible extremely important dimensions of this great 
mind’s thinking, although, once immersed into the research of many texts about his work, I found that there are no 
incontestable proofs that he had belonged to a certain initiatic order (Petrescu, 2013: 54), or to a secret or discreet 
organisation (Turliuc: 2010). All evidence is indirect (Petrescu, 2013: 54).  
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I have stated above that Noica (1967) thought this nation’s cultural history to be resting upon two pillars: 
Eminescu and Cantemir. And still, issuing a complete series of Dimitrie Cantemir’s works emerged as a cultural 
project ever since the 19th century, when the issue of recovering this great spirit of universality was being raised. The 
first venture belongs to the Romanian Academic Society (in late 19th century) which aimed to publish Cantemir’s 
work in eight volumes. Essentially, this project resumed that of Mihail Kogălniceanu and Constantin Negruzzi who, 
30 years before, had deemed it crucial for our history to publish the prince’s full work. They were thinking about a 
complete work, in nine volumes, announcing their intention in Albina Românească magazine, issued on 15 
December 1838, when they stated that the title of this revival would be: Operile întregi ale prințipului Dimitrie 
Cantemir. It was an endeavour to popularise Cantemir’s works. The editors were not interested either in reproducing 
the original manuscripts, or in keeping the chronological order in which the texts had been written, but were trying 
to circulate, within our literature and culture, translations of foreign versions of the prince’s work. The project 
actually started in 1871 when Al. Papiu Ilarian was charged with the task of supervising the publication of the Latin 
text of Descriptio Moldaviae. Six years later, Gr. C. Tocilescu left for Russia to find and copy (by hand!) Cantemir’s 
manuscripts. Thus, in 1901, the ninth volume of Cantemir’s works, dedicated to Hronicul vechimei a romano-
moldo-vlahilor, was issued.  
Why this recourse in the history of the endeavour of recovering the prince’s work? To show that Cantemir’s 
destiny in Romanian culture was not in the least as outstanding as his intellectual, encyclopaedic and universal 
magnitude of his work would have required. For example, the 1901 edition of Hronicul vechimei a romano-moldo-
vlahilor was, for 98 years (until 1999), the only edition that circulated in Romania.   
Moreover, the first critical edition of Istoria ieroglifică appeared in 1965 at Editura Pentru Literatură, under the 
supervision of P.P. Panaitescu. In 1973, the year of Cantemir’s 300th anniversary, a new project was initiated, under 
the patronage of the Romanian Academy. A new project resulting in the publication of Complete Works, this time in 
critical editions, a unitary project under the guidance of academician Virgil Cândea. Unfortunately, this venture was 
not completed, and in 2003, under the direction of Eugen Simion, the publication of Cantemir’s works in Opere 
fundamentale started. It is the most remarkable project, but by 2011, when I stopped my studies on the publication 
of Cantemir’s work, only the first volume had appeared. A particularly important project concerning Dimitrie 
Cantemir’s work is that carried out by Ion Deaconescu and Constantin Barbu, with the financial support of “Tudor” 
Cultural Foundation. This project debuted in 2010 and aims to print Cantemir’s complete manuscripts. At present, 
Integrala Manuscriselor Cantemir has 40 volumes (Tudor, 2013: 43-45). 
I understand there is going to be a critical edition both for some of Cantemir’s still unpublished texts and for texts 
that have appeared in magazines for which there is a scientifically outdated version. Such texts are: 
• Manifesti palatini terrarum Moldaviae Demetrius Cantemir dei gratia advitalis palatinus terrarum 
Moldaviae; 
• Monarchiarum physica examinatio;  
• Loca obscura in Cathechisi quae ab anonymo authore slaveno idiomate edita et Pervoe ucenie otrokom 
intitulata est; 
• and........ Sacrosanctae scientia indepingibilis imago 
And since we have mentioned Sacrosanctae (that further in this paper shall be referred to under this name), we 
reach the light of prince’s philosophical and esoteric thinking. It is also the text that has been left among the last 
when it came to interpretation and knowledge. And perhaps not by accident, for often truth hides in order to be 
discovered through a hermeneutic effort. And after all isn’t this one of the dimensions of the effort that characterises 
the Masonic order? Although we shall extensively return to Sacrosanctae, I would still like to quote Dan Botta who, 
on 1 May 1942, wrote in an article titled O expresie a românismului – filosofia lui Dimitrie Cantemir, published in 
Dacia magazine, that “From this vision of Necessity, distinct in the history of peoples, Cantemir rose to a vision of 
metaphysics, structure and functions of the world. A book whose Latin manuscript bears the curious title 
«Sacrosanctae Scientiste indepingibilis Imago» — closes this vision. It is a book that has been forgotten in the 
Academy archives and that no scholarly society has approached so far, a book which would probably have remained 
long unknown had not been for the pious hand of Mr. Nicodim Locusteanu —  who recently has brought it to light, 
in a Romanian version. Its nebulous, dramatic, almost infinite style seems to be that of a hierophant” (Botta, 1942). 
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2. Philosophic and cultural humanism 
Invariably, the dark corners of Cantemir’s thinking can by no means be penetrated without an absolutely 
necessary recourse to the intellectual fundaments of his works, an insight that may be indirect evidence of the 
prince’s presence in the midst of esoteric concerns. Cantemir’s philosophical thinking has a double foundation: its 
being placed in the thick of European humanism and Paracelsus’ influence through the works of Jean Baptiste van 
Helmont and his son Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont.  
Contact with their work may as well have occurred during the Moldavian instruction (Scoala domnească de la 
Iași/the Princely School of Iași) provided by the great erudite Ieremia Cacavelas, and most certainly during the 
education received in Constantinople (Academia Patriarhiei Ortodoxe/Orthodox Patriarchate Academy) from 
archbishop Meletie with whom he studied 8 months. 
Dimitrie Cantemir’s great merit in Romanian culture history is to have been the first author of philosophical 
writings and creator of philosophical terminology. Divanul, sau Gâlceava Înţeleptului cu Lumea, sau Giudeţul 
Sufletului cu Trupul, printed in Iaşi in 1698, in Romanian and Greek, may be considered, alongside Sacrosanctae, 
one of the first Romanian philosophical works, defining Dimitrie Cantemir’s humanistic creed.  
But what exactly does humanism, in general, and Cantemir’s, in particular, consist in?  
The first assumption we should start with and which puts humanism at the foundation of speculative thinking is 
that, in its absence, the Enlightenment would not have been possible. And, in saying that, we shall not throw, as 
commonly happens, the years of mediaeval speculation into the darkness of ignorance. For, without the mysticism 
and scholasticism of those times, we would have probably lacked an important part of our effort to refine ourselves. 
It is true, humanism places man at the centre of interrogation, but not that man immersed in darkness, but the 
authentic man, oriented towards a growth of the being, capable, by knowledge, of taking existential leaps. 
Humanism lays emphasis not on the individual, the ordinary man, but on the social man, thus highlighting the 
humanity in us. Questions and interrogations no longer focus on God; there is an existential shift: questions centre 
on the inner Christ, in the sense that all truths are hidden in us. Therefore, wisdom starts with our epistemological 
scrutiny. Know thyself, an urge that, corroborated with Protagoras’ statement Man is the measure of all things, 
designate a different way of relating to the world, not the outer, but the inner world. Light and knowledge emerge 
from the inside, from within man. They hide in our darkest corners waiting to be released, but this hiding is an act of 
protection, as Lucian Blaga would say. Their discovery requires a certain effort. This effort in not individual, but in 
communion with the others. Knowledge and light are attained individually, but are shared with the community.   
These are only some of the general values of humanism that we find in our searches. That they will be the seeds 
of enlightenment is a truism. That they are a common place of the human spirit is another undeniable truth. 
It is in this ideational context that I would like to place Cantemir. His humanism is, above all, rationalist, the only 
exception being Sacrosanctae. However, his humanism puts him among the great European Renaissance men (let us 
mention here Pico della Mirandola and Paracelsus), a humanism that is marked by his interest in hermeneutic 
sciences, occult sciences and astrology. Moreover, the hermeticism of Sacrosanctae makes a heretic of Cantemir 
(Blaga, 1972: 60) due to his adhesion to a laic form of interpreting reality, his theosophical hermeticism and 
encouragement of a sacred science, too little tributary to the interpretation supported by mediaeval dogmas. 
Cantemir’s being placed within Protestantism and esotericism situates the prince, according to G. Călinescu, in the 
thick of hereticism. It is also some kind of Christianity, as the author of Istoria literaturii române (The History of 
Romanian Literature) thought, but not a canonical but a heretical Christianity. In this respect, Cantemir is even a 
precursor of empirical thinking, distinguishing between credence as object of theology (what D. Hume would call 
faith) and credence based on true knowledge, scientifically evolved through experiment, observation and 
falsifiability (what Hume would call belief).  
In conclusion, Cantemir’s humanism is one that goes beyond the anthropological paradigm of Christian morality 
through the affirmation of human dignity, with man rediscovering himself as a rational and free being, one that 
establishes his ethics on rational principles. As mentioned above, humanity is socialised, well-defined within the 
community and less transcendent. It continues to lie in the breeze of the holy spirit, but is related to the authentic 
man. Cantemir’s humanism has a divine foundation, but its expression is purely human. 
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3. The springs of Cantemir’s thinking 
The second pillar of Cantemir’s thinking is Paracelsus’ influence through the works of the two van Helmonts: 
Jean Baptiste and Franciscus Mercurius. 
However, the work of Paracelsus (whose real name was Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim) should not be 
torn from the context of the Renaissance thinking, in general, and the German, in particular. And here we especially 
refer to the individual – universal relationship, an essential theme in Plato’s senescence dialogues, reformulated in 
the microcosm – macrocosm relationship, which became the central theme, on Neo-Platonic channel, of Nicolaus 
Cusanus’ thinking, that who ventured to give the most beautiful definition of God: a circle whose circumference is 
nowhere and whose centre is everywhere. This ideational archaeology I am attempting comes, once again, to support 
the idea of continuity of essence of all esoteric principles and, through Cantemir’s possible adhesion to these, the 
continuity and unity of the prince’s thought with the European thinking. 
Thus, Cusanus’ ideas would influence, at least in Germany, some exceptional thinkers: the great Jacob Böhme, 
perhaps the most mystical philosopher we know and whom tradition holds as a theosophist rather than a philosopher. 
He considered that evil does not exist, that ontologically it cannot be grounded, that there is only good and evil is 
just absence, a deprivation of good. Let us mention here the view of Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim 
(16th century) who believed that man keeps three worlds in himself: a terrestrial (empirical, sensorial) world, a world 
of celestial bodies and a spiritual world. Man is the ontological connection between these worlds, which explains 
why he is the only one who is capable of knowing them all. Human capacity limitation of knowledge depends on its 
ontological nature. Moreover, the harmonious unity of the three worlds in man, as microcosm, reflects their unity at 
macrocosmic level. Man has a soul of his own, but the universe has a spiritus mundi, which is responsible for any 
creation.   
Cusanus’ thinking also influenced Paracelsus. A physician (first of all!), alchemist, philosopher, astrologer, he 
would state that philosophy, unlike theology, deals with the study of nature, given that, to the Renaissance man, 
nature means something a lot more profound than an amorphous throng of objects, whether anthropic or not. But, as 
nature is God’s revelation of Himself, we can hope that it is through knowledge that we can catch a glimpse of Him. 
Nature is primordially present in the Creator, in the Great Mystery. 
Paracelsus’ ideas, at least those of alchemy, would be developed by Flemish Jean Baptist von Helmont. This 
thinker’s influence (as well as that of his son, Mercurius) was so strongly felt by the prince that he “dedicated” a 
study to them: Ioannis Baptistae van Helmont phisices universalis doctrina, in fact, a compilation of texts on the 
origin of nature, texts he extracted from the Flemish thinker’s work. Of this manuscript, the Romanian Academy 
publishing house issued a presentation of the Flemish philosopher and the table of contents of the entire manuscript. 
(Cantemir, 2003: 89) Considering that his work must necessarily be known to Romanians, Cantemir published a 
bilingual (Latin and Romanian) version: Encomium in I.B. van Helmont et virtutem physices universalis doctrinae 
eius (“Laudă către izvoditoriu și cătră virtutia învățăturii lui”). His son, Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont (1614-
1699), ever since the beginning of his career as a physicist, had become a Kabbalist, associating with Henry More, 
who was part of the group of Platonist philosophers in Cambridge. Together, they annotated the translations of 
Kabbalistic texts of Christian Knorr von Rosenroth with whom they accomplished the most comprehensive 
collection of Hebrew texts gathered for the first time in Kabbala Denudata (vol. I in 1677, vol. II in 1684). Kabbala 
denudata, the most important document of the entire Christian Kabbalistic literature, starts with a systematic 
exposition of the doctrines of Zohar, to which Knorr von Rosenroth added parallel passages from the New 
Testament. The same technique is also employed in the Christian Kabbalah (Adumbratio kabbalae christianae), the 
last treatise of Kabbala denudata, written by van Helmont and published separately due to its particular importance 
in converting Jews to Christianity. 
This would be the intellectual space in which Dimitrie Cantemir was educated and educated himself. A Christian 
education with particular humanism, founded on the cult for ancient Greek-Roman civilisation and culture. 
4. Conclusion: Sacrosancte – and the philosophical source of the prince’s work 
As we now understand the prince’s spiritual path, we can approach some of the themes of his most important, 
philosophically speaking, work: Sacrosanctae Scientiae Indepingibilis Imago (The Indescribable Image of the 
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Sacred Science). Undeniably, it is the first document of Romanian philosophical literature. And yet, at this moment, 
the only Romanian edition of this study belongs to Nicodim Locușteanu and appeared in........1928 at Aurora 
Publishing House in Bucharest. Since then, nothing! Not even the mere effort of reworking the title, given that 
Cantemir’s work was translated as Metafizica (Metaphysics). For, if we consider the meaning Aristotle and the 
Peripatetics gave the term Meta ta physika, (beyond the physical, beyond the natural), as ontology, the prince’s text 
would not confirm the content. If D. Cantemir had wished to call his study Metafizica, he would have done it, for he 
knew the Stagirite’s work. We know this for sure because we often find him in opposition with the author of the 
Organon. 
Written in Latin, in Constantinople, in 1700, we find here the above-mentioned influences: Plato, Augustine, 
Cusanus, Paracelsus and especially von Helmont for “the Moldavian philosopher (…) in this study deals with the 
creation of the world and its history, natural phenomena and our power to know them. (…) This work, which 
Cantemir treated with the utmost of care, was closely inspired by van Helmont’s philosophical theories in physics” 
(Bădărău, 1964: 126)  
Essentially, Sacrosanctae is a genuine manual of wisdom (Comănescu, 2012: 12 ff.). And not only a scholastic 
manual, but rather a maieutic one, for the prince does not indicate some pre-established path (except faith) to 
perceive the truth. “The work is allegorical and mystical and takes on if not the aspect of a dialogue (…) at least that 
of a conversation between two characters” (Bădărău, 1964: 130). All ideas and guidance are taken from the Holy 
Scripture, sometimes with references to the Book of the Wisdom of Solomon. The initiate lives the revelation of truth 
in the water mirrors, guided by the old sage, through obedience and humility. We find in the prince’s work symbols 
like the mirror, the maze, the arrow, the colours, the valley, the mountain, all of them subject to four interpretations 
with emphasis on the allegorical meaning, that which highlights the secrets that the old master offers him as 
milestones in finding the truth. Nevertheless, as it is a manual of wisdom, Sacrosanctae could not avoid the moment 
of initiation. According to the prince, if one follows the steps of initiation into wisdom, just like the painter, one can 
avoid all life’s pitfalls, and, more than anything else, one can attain the sacred science, a science based on both 
empirical and rational, intuitive truths. “As for his epistemological effort, Cantemir considered that rational 
knowledge is achieved by reason, which may have to do not necessarily with the truth, but with opinions only. That 
is why reason alone is not certain enough. However, knowledge enables the means for the life-generating intellect, 
which functions through and with God. Therefore, theology represents the beginning of knowledge”. (Drozdek, 
2011) Although Cantemir’s vision is deistic, so long as God does not appear to intervene in the world, once creation 
is completed. Consequently, all that reality reveals to us, in one way or another, does not have a supernatural 
character, on the contrary, it occurs in accordance with a natural law that, at some point, we might be able to discern. 
From this perspective, Sacrosanctae is the work through which D. Cantemir puts within our reach some of the 
powerful ideas of his thinking: 
y The need to pass from the phenomenal to the essential life; 
y The need for word, as a means to reveal the invisible; 
y Replacing reflection with intuition and method with inspiration, the real is used only as foundation, not as a 
means of discovering the (super)real; 
y Transgression of historical reality through myth and allegory. Allegory and symbolism are one of the 
solutions of intuitive approach, of apprehending an extreme abstract through a concrete extreme. It is this 
that the importance of ritual consists in. Ritual is, actually, an act which, though unfolding in the immediate 
concrete, relates to events of illo tempore, and, implicitly, to the reality it is incumbent upon; 
y Spiritual ascent. Man is trapped in a valley where he has been lying since darkness seized it. To escape from 
this valley, Cantemir often uses the term Labyrinthus. But here we need a guide, an illuminated teacher, an 
amicus sincerus, because the fallen angel’s lie has alienated us from the unique truth, and thus we have 
become wandering creatures in sinister chasms. 
Thus Cantemir finds his place in the gallery of the great thinkers who, relying on humanistic principles, would 
announce the enlightenment horizons of humanity. However, he is defined by mediaeval mysticism in the order of 
knowledge. For the only source of truth is immaterial light, which puts it in direct relationship with the creator. Truth 
comes from direct and immediate intuition, a sign of coexistence between the creature and the creator in the act of 
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true knowledge.  
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